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President’s
Message
By Jim Connor
Greetings, Team STAR!!
I hope you all are well, happy,
and back to work after adapting to
the “new” working environment. It’s
been quite the ride transitioning to
remote reporting, but we all have
had several resources, including various webinars, that have helped us get through this. I
hope you have been able to take advantage of these educational opportunities.
By the time you read this newsletter, some exciting STAR news has been announced
regarding our stronger affiliation with Stenograph. It has taken us several months
negotiating the fine details, but Stenograph and STAR have committed to deepening our
ties which will benefit all STAR members through various loyalty and discount programs,
along with enabling STAR to enhance the conference experience with phenomenal
speakers, trainings, and networking opportunities for all STAR stakeholders. Can’t wait to
share more info with you as it becomes available.
But let’s address the elephant in the room at the moment… WE’RE GOING VIRTUAL!
As previously announced, STARCON20 will be held October 15-17. It was originally
scheduled for San Diego, but it was necessary to shift to a virtual platform. Although it
would have been great to have met in person, I think the sessions will be interesting and
informative. The silver lining with a virtual platform is speakers that may have been out
of reach for a group like ours are now readily available. For instance, we have a great
keynote speaker to kick STARCON20 off, Mr. Doug Keeley. He is a popular business
storyteller with an impressive resume. He will discuss how to adapt and champion
change in a world that will not sit still for anyone. I cannot think of a better subject matter
after the last several months.
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Coming from Indianapolis, I am, of course, a
big race fan, and you may enjoy this video where
Doug discusses the evolution of the pit stop. It’s
a great example of how innovation and changing
the way we look at something can have a big
impact. https://youtu.be/ETiXeXjKKDs
Do you want to be a more efficient and
accurate writer? There is a great session to teach
you how to use your CATalyst software and
Luminex II writer to do just that.
Stenograph will also be introducing agencyfocused products which are designed to optimize
operational efficiencies and maximize the bottom
line. It will also address how this will work for the
individual reporter, saving time and effort.
And back by popular demand, “Preserving the
Record in Today’s Challenging Industry” hosted
by the group SOS: PlanB! How do we ensure that
we are meeting our clients’ need for a verbatim
record with the reporter shortage? What impact
will remote depositions have on the shortage? This
honest and frank presentation and discussion was
well received in Nashville last year and we thought
it was a conversation that should be continued.

And STARCON20 would not be complete
without our CATalyst training sessions. Pam
Szczecinski and Cindi Lynch will be training
on everything from speeding up your page
production to using Options to improve your
accuracy.
Also back by popular demand is Randall Dean
who will give us tips on staying efficient in our
new remote environment. Speaking of remote,
we also have a panel discussion on embracing
remote reporting led by STAR superstars Kevin
Hunt, Linda Fifield, and Karen Tyler.
How could you attend a STAR Conference
without stopping by Irv’s Place? Well, we are
going to wrap up STARCON20 with some fun.
Get ready to shake and stir it up with Irv and your
STAR friends.
That’s it for now. I look forward to “seeing”
you in October at the STARCON20 Conference.
Just a reminder: Be sure to dress appropriately…
at least from the waist up. Let’s make this a great
conference!
Take care of yourselves,
Jim			

A Message from Anir Dutta
President, Stenograph
Click picture to watch
YouTube video
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Apps to Reinvent Routine During
Pandemic Life... and Beyond
By Angie Ballman Punton
Congratulations to all! We’ve
made it over hallway through
2020. Can I get a hallelujah?!
No matter what you do,
where you live, or the stage
you’re at in life, I’m quite certain
this year has presented you
with some unprecedented
challenges. I realize that, for
some, that’s putting it mildly.
For most, it’s been a pretty
rough ride. Making everything
even worse is the political
polarization, civil unrest, and
overwhelming sense of gloom
and doom that basically resides

What if 2020 is the year we’ve
been waiting for?
A year so uncomfortable, so
painful, so scary, so raw -- that it
finally forces us to grow.
A year that screams so loud,
finally awakening us from our
ignorant slumber.
A year we finally accept the
need for change.
Declare change. Work for
change. Become the change.
A year we finally band together,
instead of pushing each other
further apart.
2020 isn’t cancelled, but rather
the most important year of
them all.
~ Leslie Dwight

inside your cell phone. So
maybe the worst thing you can
do when you’re bored, while
you’re waiting on something
or someone, or just satisfying
curiosity or habit, is to pull out
your device and start randomly
scrolling. It’s like asking for
anxiety. It often leads to no
good at all. It rarely pays off in a
positive way, especially in 2020!
But every once in a while…
you just may happen upon a
gem of a post. Like “The Great
Realisation – Hindsight is 2020.”
Or this Leslie Dwight quote that
reminds us that 2020 might
actually be the year we’ve been
waiting for our entire life. Maybe
this pandemic is the push we
need to prioritize the things in
life that matter most.
In order to be the best
version of ourselves, we need
to take better care – physically,
mentally, and spiritually. And
with many of us continuing
to work remotely for the
foreseeable future, we are given
an incredibly unique opportunity
to give our daily lives a
complete makeover. To make
time for the things that we’ve

longed to incorporate in our
lives. Like no more commuting!
That’s at least an hour of
precious time that I get to add
back into my day. My body tells
me to use it for SLEEP (as a
mom of two small children, can
you ever get enough?!), but six
months into COVID, I’m feeling
the need to shake things up a
bit. If you’d like to rewrite your
routine to maximize newfound
hours in these COVID times,
here are four apps to check out:
MyFitnessPal
It goes without saying that
working from home has its pros
and cons. One CON for me
has been easy and shame-free
access to snacks. That morphed
from being this great thing to
being a bit of a problem...
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Enter MyFitnessPal, which tracks
the calories going in against
the calories being burned. Scan
food for an instant calorie count.
It’s kind of like making a food
and drink budget for the day.
Numbers really do matter! (Just
make sure to always budget for
the daily “quarantini”!)
MapMyWalk
COVID attacks the lungs.
In my mind, it makes sense that
fresh air and exercise would
do nothing but benefit my
body – mentally and physically.
MapMyWalk (or MapMyRun,
if you’re into a faster-pace
exercise) is a great app to
monitor your daily, weekly
and monthly progress in this
endeavor. It helps keep you
accountable, and even appeals
to those with a competitive side
by encouraging you to meet
or exceed your previous day’s

mileage. And like MyFitnessPal,
anything that logs your progress
really helps keep you on track.

to my routine made a big
difference in keeping COVID
blues at bay.

Podcasts
Without a daily commute,
I quickly lost touch with my
favorite podcasts. Recently, I
went on vacation and made it
a point to catch up on them.
I literally listened to hours of
podcast content about all sorts
of topics that interest me and
bring me joy. I took note of
how much this lifted my mood
and invigorated my spirit
(although, let’s be honest, the
poolside view and afternoon
cocktail didn’t hurt anything).
Upon returning to reality, I
immediately made it a point to
get back on the daily podcast
bandwagon. I now tune in even
if I’m just on a short walk or car
ride. Sometimes a little goes a
long way, and this little change

Facebook
Deleted it from my phone.
It’s gone. I’ve long had a love/
hate relationship with this
platform. But recently I found
it too easy to sit and scroll and
get enveloped by negativity and
frustration. My iPhone screen
time tracker confirms what I can
easily feel: That I have added a
significant chunk of time back
to my day. I don’t miss the
negativity at all, and it’s been
fun putting that newfound time
to much more positive uses!
Hang in there, STARs! And
remember:
“To be a star, you must shine
your own light, follow your
path, and don’t worry about
the darkness, for that is when
the stars shine brightest.”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Report of the Nominating
Committee for the 2020-2021
STAR Board of Directors
The STAR Nominating Committee puts forth the names of the following individuals to
be considered by the STAR membership for election as officers for the term of one year
and directors for the terms designated by the STAR Board of Directors. These officers
and directors will be voted upon at the Annual Business Meeting scheduled for Friday,
October 16, 2020, during STARCON20: A Virtual Experience.

PRESIDENT:
JAMES CONNOR, RPR, CRR, CSR, CLVS
Indianapolis, Indiana
Jim Connor, RPR, CRR, CSR, CLVS, is a 40-year reporting veteran, and owner
of Connor Reporting in Indianapolis, Lafayette and Bloomington, Indiana. Jim
has also attained his trial presentation certification in both Trial Director and
Visionary softwares. He has extensive deposition and arbitration reporting
experience and specializes in international labor union convention reporting.
During his reporting career he has worked with every U.S. President since
Jimmy Carter, as well as former South African President Nelson Mandela, and
former president of Poland, Lech Walesa.
Jim also engages in one-on-one CART reporting for clients with hearing
impairments and does captioning for larger venues such as labor union
conventions. Another of his expertise is reporting press conferences for
sporting events including the Indianapolis 500, NASCAR’s Brickyard 400,
Formula One, and MotoGP races with immediate turnaround for dissemination
to the world’s press and posting on the various sporting websites.
He has been an Eclipse software user since 1993, and in 2012 transitioned
to Case CATalyst software to be better equipped to report the terrorist trials at
Guantanamo Bay.
Jim definitely considers his current assignment with the GTMO team in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, to be the highlight of his long career. Reporting the
trials of al Nashiri, the mastermind of the bombings of the USS Cole and USS
The Sullivans, and the 9/11 terrorists has been very challenging but extremely
rewarding and exciting. He feels honored to play a vital role in these historic
proceedings.

VICE PRESIDENT:
MARJORIE PETERS, RMR, CRR, Realtime Systems Administrator
Alexandria, Virginia
2021 will mark Marjorie’s 35th year as a court reporter. Beginning in Erie, PA,
in 1986, Marjorie’s career has covered all specialties of reporting: 9 years as
an official reporter; 14 years in CART/Captioning both as an in-house staff
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captioner, as well as an independent contractor, providing remote captioning,
as well as on-site sports stadiums, convention venues and medical symposiums; followed by 12 years in freelance reporting, first as an employee, and
then starting her own freelance business in Pittsburgh, PA; and as of 2019,
she lives in Alexandria, VA, covering the DC/MD/VA area as an independent
freelance reporter.
Marjorie feels her varied experience in these roles has prepared her to
engage with both reporting agencies and their staff more effectively, as well as
their law firm clients. She understands the entire litigation process from start
to finish — not only the importance of an accurate record, but also the full
breadth of services that reporting agencies offer their clients. Marjorie believes
that technology has advanced the reporting profession in a compelling way
for the reporter and the hiring firm, providing tools to serve client needs in all
three reporting specialties.
Marjorie has served on the PCRA Board of Directors, has been active on
various NCRA committees, and has presented numerous seminars on behalf
of both Associations. She currently serves as a Trustee of the National Court
Reporters Foundation. In 2018, she received NCRA’s Santo Aurelio Award
for Altruism. She is a long-time supporter of the court reporting program at
Community College of Allegheny County in Pittsburgh through teaching and
curriculum development. Marjorie continues to actively support the Light of
Life Rescue Mission based in Pittsburgh, PA, and, now a resident of Alexandria,
VA, she plans to identify a local organization to support, as well.
In addition to Marjorie’s captioning experience and expertise in reporting
complex litigation, she is proud to be a part of the GTMO team in
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba – an assignment she finds to be both challenging
and rewarding. She is proud to be a part of the GTMO team which, as she
describes, laughs as hard as it works.
Since attending her first STAR convention, Marjorie has viewed STAR
members as positive, forward-looking court reporting professionals dedicated
to bringing the best technology, customer service, and business practices
to stenographers and agencies. She looks forward to committing her time,
experience, and energy in furtherance of the goals of STAR and its members.
When Marjorie is not serving 14-year-old calico, Hannah, you will find her
cooking and enjoying wine, or hopefully, in the great outdoors, most likely
cycling, or if she is lucky, on a horse.

SECRETARY:
SHELLENE IVERSON, CSR
Portland, Oregon
Shellene Iverson started her career in Oregon as a freelance reporter in 2002
until she began working with Gretia Capri and Capri & Associates in 2005.
In 2008 Capri~Iverson Reporting was formed. Her partner retired in 2009,
and Shellene continued with Capri~Iverson Reporting until 2016. In 2016 she
moved offices and the firm became Iverson & Associates, LLC.
Shellene has served on the board of the Oregon Court Reporters
Association in various capacities. She started as a director and served a fouryear term. Then she moved on to become secretary for a two-year term. After
that term was over, she took over as the Membership Chair of the Oregon
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Court Reporters Association until 2014 when she became President Elect.
Shellene was president of the association in 2015 and past president in 2016.
Shellene now serves again as the Membership Chair of the Oregon Court
Reporters Association.
Shellene has been married to Kris Iverson for 20 years and has two adult
sons, Zackery and Austin. In her spare time, she likes to hike, kayak, and spend
time with friends and family.

TREASURER:
TODD MOBLEY, MBA
Dayton, Ohio
Todd Mobley joined the firm of Mike Mobley Reporting in January 1994. He
graduated from the University of Dayton in 1993 with a degree in Accounting.
Upon graduation, he went to work for The Analytical Sciences Corporation
(TASC) where he served as a consultant to the Department of Defense and
Department of Energy regarding the estimation of costs for environmental
cleanup efforts. He also worked on a document management project for the Air
Force in the C-17 litigation that electronically saved millions of exhibits. At the
time, it was the largest conversion of paper exhibits to electronic exhibits ever.
In 1994, he joined Mike Mobley Reporting full time after many years of
helping on a part-time basis. He currently is the President, accountant, and
videographer for the firm. He received his Master of Business Administration
from the University of Dayton in 1997 with a focus on Entrepreneurship.
Todd has served on numerous committees for NCRA over his 25+ year
career. He was also active in the Ohio Court Reporters Association, where he
served on the Legislative Committee and is on the Liaison Committee with
the attorneys who represent the Ohio Court Reporters in legislative matters.
He has been involved with these matters since 1996. Todd has served as STAR
Treasurer from 1998 through his current term in 2020. He has become known
as treasurer-for-life.
Todd has been married to Angela Mobley since 2000 and they have three
children, Michael, Marilyn, and Mary Margaret. Todd coaches his son’s football,
basketball and baseball teams and coaches both daughters in basketball and
soccer. In his free time Todd likes to camp, hike and fish with his family. He also
loves to read, with his interest focused mostly on WWII history.

DIRECTOR (One-Year Term Expiring 2021):
CONSTANCE LEE, RPR, CSR (IL, TN), PA-WV-MD Notary,
Realtime Systems Administrator
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
With a passion for precision and quality, Connie Lee has more than 30 years of
experience as a trusted reporting professional. She began her career literally
on the ground as a delivery person. From there, she worked her way up by
serving as a freelance reporter, CART provider, official, and broadcast and
stadium captioner.
Currently, she is the owner and principal of Constance Lee & Company,
founded in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in 2005. Her company has earned the
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reputation as a top court reporting, videography, and trial presentations
provider in the region by delivering outstanding services and leadership to
clients. Her career of choice is as a freelance deposition reporter, but previously she was a broadcast captioner for VITAC, a university CART provider for
graduate students, and was the stadium captioner for the Pittsburgh Penguins
NHL franchise for five seasons.
Connie, in the past, has been a district director of the Pennsylvania Court
Reporters Association (PCRA) and is currently in her second consecutive term
as the District 4 director, serving as chair of its Investment Committee. She has
worked extensively with Stenograph L.L.C. products since 1988 and has been
a training agent for the company.
She earned her court reporting certification and associate degree in
general studies from Community College of Allegheny County and continues
to elevate her expertise through ongoing professional development. An avid
volunteer in her community, she is the director of Pittsburgh’s Network of Hope
Foodbank and is active with her church. Connie resides in Pittsburgh with her
husband Tim and has three daughters.
Connie is excited about advancing technologies that are influencing and
merging with court reporting and is eager to see where STAR leads the future
of the industry.

DIRECTOR (One-Year Term Expiring 2021):
SANDRA BUNCH VANDERPOL, FAPR, RMR, CRR, CSR, CLR,
Realtime Systems Administrator
Lotus, California
Sandy has more than 45 years of reporting experience, focusing on the
technological aspects of court reporting. Prior to providing services as a
freelance reporter, Sandy worked as an official court reporter, a deposition firm
owner, and a staff reporter for Phillips & Associates and Bunch & Associates,
specializing in training reporters on technology and marketing those technologies to litigators. Her areas of expertise include: Realtime reporting
and troubleshooting any issues that may arise; Immediate delivery of rough
draft transcripts; Web streaming the realtime text, video and VoIP to remote
viewers; Reporting of complex litigation, including the handling of thousands
of exhibits; Scanning and linking exhibits to transcripts in SBF, LEF, PDF and
other formats; and Setting up, managing and administering transcript/exhibit
repositories.
Throughout her career, Sandy has presented at seminars to both reporters
and attorneys focusing on the technological side of reporting and how to best
use this technology for both the reporter and the litigator. She has also been
selected as the deposition reporter in many complex MDL environmental
cases, reporting up to as many as 200 depositions in each case.
Sandy has been licensed as a Certified Shorthand Reporter in California
since 1975. Through the National Court Reporters Association, she has also
received the Certified Merit Reporter designation, the Certified Realtime
Reporter designation and is credentialed as a Realtime Systems Administrator.
Sandy has been recognized as a Fellow of Academy of Professional Reporters
and as the NCRA Distinguished Service Award recipient in 2015.
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Sandy is a past president of the California Court Reporters Association.
In 2013 she was honored with the CCRA Distinguished Service Award.
Sandy is an active member in the National Court Reporters Association,
and has served on numerous committees, including the Technology Review
Committee. She has presented seminars relating to technology in the court
reporting profession at both the NCRA and CCRA conventions. Sandy
was instrumental in developing the NCRA Realtime Systems Administrator
program. She is also a member of the Northern California Court Reporters
Association and, of course, STAR.

DIRECTOR (Two-Year Term Expiring 2022):
DEANNA OAKS, RPR
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Deanna is a freelance court reporter, working all over the Twin Cities and
Minnesota. She moved to Minneapolis in 2017 and since that time has worked
per diem with numerous judges in several counties throughout the state,
started her own company, been appointed to the state association, and joined
an alumni mentorship program to help upcoming reporters transition into the
profession.
Deanna enjoys volunteering and has taken part in Project for Pride and
Living and the UHURU Solidarity Movement in an effort to give back to the
community and campaign for positivity and progress. She is currently working
on her next professional certification and plans to continue training in all
spheres of court reporting.

DIRECTOR (Three-Year Term Expiring 2023):
AMY DOMAN, RMR, CRR, CSR
Carmel, Indiana
Amy Doman has been a stenographer since 1990. She attended Iverson
Institute of Court Reporting in Arlington, Texas. Amy worked for two years
in Memphis, Tennessee, before returning to her beloved state of Texas. In
2003, her husband was transferred to Carmel, Indiana. As much as she misses
her family – and winters – in Texas, Amy has enjoyed working as a freelance
reporter in Indianapolis. She has had the opportunity to work in high-profile
cases both in deposition and trial. She also has provided one-on-one CART for
clients with hearing impairments.
She is a member of the Indiana Court Reporters Association and the
Texas Court Reporters Association, has served as secretary for INCRA, and
is currently serving on the Technology Committee for the National Court
Reporters Association.
You will often hear Amy say that STAR is comprised of the most positive
people on the planet. STAR conventions are a wonderful opportunity to have
face-to-face chats with the best in the business.
When not working, Amy enjoys family time with her four kiddos, her
husband of 27 years, and her mischievous but loveable dog, Bandit.
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DIRECTOR (Three-Year Term Expiring 2023):
ANDREA WECKER, CSR, RDR, CRR, CRC
Boise, Idaho
Andrea discovered her passion for court reporting at the age of 16 and now
has more than 18 years’ experience as a freelance court reporter and captioner
locally, nationally, and internationally. In 2015, Andrea became the owner
of Associated Reporting & Video, a full-service litigation support firm headquartered in Boise, Idaho. She is also the owner of IdaCaption, a CART and
captioning company that serves the deaf and hard-of-hearing community in
Idaho and beyond.
Along with being a full-time freelance reporter and agency owner, Andrea
is also a member of the elite team of reporters working in Guantanamo Bay,
Cuba, reporting the 9/11 and USS Cole terrorist trials. She knew from the
moment she set foot on base that this incredibly challenging work is what
she was built to do and is truly honored to have been chosen to play such an
integral part in documenting history.
Andrea served as president of the Idaho Court Reporters Association from
2017 to 2019 and has been an active member of the National Court Reporters
Association for over 20 years. She spends countless hours mentoring students
and new reporters, as well as educating the legal community on the important
role that court reporters play in our judicial system.
In her “spare” time, Andrea is an avid kickboxer (call it stress relief) and
also enjoys competing in speed and realtime contests whenever she has the
opportunity.

Continuing Members of the 2020-2021 STAR Board of Directors
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT:
SUSAN INGRAHAM, RPR, Realtime Systems Administrator
Celina, Ohio
Susan began her reporting career in 1982 as Ingraham Reporting Service. In
1988, Susan joined with Marilyn Jones and Sandra Dieringer to form Midwest
Reporting Service. Angela O’Neill joined the group in 2011.
Susan has always felt it important to stay on the cutting edge of technology so that the stenographic record will be clear, concise, and accurate.
Susan also firmly believes in the power of networking. To that end, she was
involved with TAACT, its successor organization, and then at the time of
TAACT’s merger with STAR, became a board member during the transition
period. She has been on the Liaison Committee since May of 2000. She is a
member of NCRA and the Ohio Court Reporters Association, having achieved
the RPR and the Realtime Systems Administrator.
STAR has played a major role in her professional and personal development and in her business success. Susan credits her involvement with STAR in
bringing some of her closest friends into her life. She is grateful for the opportunity to have served on the board and looks forward to continuing her staunch
support of current and future members of STAR. Susan and her husband, Jeff,
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are active members of their church and their community. They have two adult
daughters, both married. They also have two granddaughters and five grandsons - their most fun hobbies.

DIRECTOR (Continuing Term Expiring 2022):
SANDRA NARUP, RPR, CLR, FPR
Orlando, Florida
Sandy Narup began her reporting career in 1989 with the firm of Narup &
Vouvakis, which was acquired by another firm in 2004. She is currently working
with Orange Legal in the Central Florida area and has been with them for the
past ten years. Sandy began her career as a deputy official/freelance reporter
and has been a freelance reporter exclusively for the past 15 years. She
has attained the certifications of Registered Professional Reporter, Realtime
Systems Administrator and Florida Professional Reporter. She has covered
multiple high-profile criminal cases, large construction defect cases and
medical malpractice.
Sandy has been a member of the National Court Reporters Association,
Florida Court Reporters Association, and STAR for almost all her career. Sandy
has served on the board for FCRA in the positions of Northern Director,
Secretary and Treasurer. She also served on the Freelance Community of
Interest committee for NCRA.
Sandy often says she met her husband because of this wonderful
profession, and they have been together for 25 years. She feels that she is
the reporter that she is today because of his guidance. Sandy loves being
outdoors, hiking, gardening and, most of all, traveling more now that her
husband is retired.

JOIN US!

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
Click here to register today for
STARCON20: A Virtual Experience
OCTOBER 15-17, 2020
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Creative Solutions to Handling
Documents Remotely
By Linda Fifield, MBA
Doris O. Wong Associates, Inc.
Tech-savvy reporters are embracing technology
during this pandemic by adding Zoom-like
services to their arsenal. Whether you work from
home or travel to an office for an in-person plus
video conference deposition, the same question
applies. What about the exhibits?
When we were forced to close our offices
in March 2020, the big question was, “How
are we going to survive?” We quickly got our
staff up to speed on Zoom with online training
amongst ourselves. Practice sessions and indepth discussions about invitations and security
settings were tackled the first week. Then we got
down and dirty with document handling.

Donna Urlaub gave our office some tips on
how they were handling their documents with
hyperlinks. Our staff got conversant in document
sharing, and then we started to advertise like crazy.
As we started getting depositions on
the book, we quickly came to the realization
that one size does not fit all when document
handling is concerned. That meant changing
gears to adapt to attorney requests and
concerns to make them happy.
Holding a deposition in-house with all
parties present is easy. Documents are admitted
and marked. Handling documents when at least
one party is remote created challenges.
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The first thought was that counsel could email all
of the documents to each participant. However,
counsel raised concerns about emailing
documents that might reveal their strategy.
What then?
It was decided early on that first and foremost
we needed to have a discussion with our clients
educating them on options on how best to
handle documents. Some readily adopted our
suggestions. Others had special scenarios that
needed a bit of attention. Others wanted the
court reporter to handle everything. A few
trusted no one and insisted on doing everything
themselves. In the end, it’s whatever the client
wants. That being said, the court reporter needs
to be involved in the process of developing
creative solutions that fit the client’s needs.
Our most popular option is hyperlinking.
Hyperlinking is a service that counsel have
come to rely on. Since we know how to do the
hyperlinking, they’re more than happy to send
us the documents. Once the hyperlinking is
complete, an email is sent to the sending attorney
and court reporter with directions on how to share
the documents in Chat. We view the documents
as confidential and keep strict protocols on who is
to receive the email and links.
In order to keep documents straight, we
do request that they label the documents A-Z.
A description of the document is also a good
visual. As the case develops, documents can be
presented “out of order” and marked accordingly.
When the document is shared and marked, they
are marked 1-100. Having a different naming
convention was quite useful and took away the
confusion of what was being marked.
We also strongly suggest that all participants
attend a demonstration on how to access
documents. For example, when a document is
presented in Chat, we request that the witness
identify the document on the record before it
is admitted for identification. It’s confirmation
that they are viewing the correct document. One
never knows how tech-savvy your participants
are. There is also the Share File feature that

allows participants to view the same document
on their screen. This is helpful if counsel needs
the document annotated. This “marked up”
document can then be saved as an exhibit. It
also gave us an opportunity to do a video and
audio check.
For those clients who want hands-off when
it comes to document sharing, the reporter is
conversant in sharing documents. Counsel are
taught that no one speaks when the reporter’s
hands are off the machine. It’s amazing how they
comply knowing that they are depending on
the court reporter’s skills as a reporter and now
Zoom administrator to make things happen.
In the end, the documents still have to be
physically marked. I’ve heard that reporters print
the documents and apply the stickers manually.
Then they’re rescanned. Others print the first
page, mark that, then scan and import that page
into the digital transcript. I’ve heard others make
exhibits stickers in MS Paint and Adobe. Yikes!
Make an investment in a digital exhibit sticker
program. They’re inexpensive and can save you
hours in production.
Sadly, I hear stories where reporters are not
upping their game to learn remote reporting
hoping the pandemic will soon end so business
can get back to “normal.” With today’s court
reporter shortage and with counsel scrambling
to get back to work, it’s possible for reporters
to continue to earn a living without ever leaving
the house! In actuality, I think the majority of
our reporters prefer working remotely now
to reporting in person. They feel safe from
COVID-19 when working at home. It is so
convenient, less stressful than trying to get
to an assignment on time, saves on travel
time and expenses, and they can very easily
accommodate last-minute calls for their services.  
Video conferencing has been around for
decades yet is still new to many. Reporting
in 2020 has certainly created challenges and
opportunities. Tech-savvy reporters who are
willing to evolve with the times will always be in
high demand.
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How to Disconnect “Block” a
CaseViewNet Connected User
By James Kuta
Stenograph QA & Documentation Manager
With the shift to remote work being the norm, you may find yourself needing to
block CaseViewNet access to someone from a previous day’s job who is accidentally
connecting to your current job. A way to prevent needing to block someone is to
use different CaseView Passwords for each deposition. By changing the password
when providing a CaseViewNet feed for new individuals, you can make sure previous
passwords are no longer valid. You can change and manage your CaseView passwords
by using the Password button inside of the Translate dialog in Case CATalyst. But what
can you do if you are on a job and you are asked to prevent a specific person from
accessing the CaseViewNet feed, or you notice someone accidentally has accessed
the realtime feed? The Connected Users pane in Case CATalyst gives you the ability
to block one or more of the current CaseViewNet
connections.
You may want to consider having the Connected
Users pane displayed any time you are providing a
CaseViewNet realtime feed. To open the Connected
Users pane, do the following:
• In a realtime job, select View, CaseView Options,
Connected Users…
You will see the current CaseViewNet connections
inside of the Connected Users pane. The connections
will be listed by name.
To block a connection, right click on the name of the
connected user you would like to block and then click
on Block User…
The Block CaseViewNet User dialog will display. To
block the Connected user from continuing to access the
current CaseViewNet realtime session, click the Block &
Logoff User button. Optionally, you may also provide a
message to the connected user explaining why they are
being blocked.
The connected user will then see a message in their
CaseViewNet window telling them they have been
disconnected from the realtime session. If you provided
a reason for blocking, the user would see the reason as
part of the message they receive.
If you made a mistake by blocking the connected
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user, you can unblock them. In the Connected Users pane, the name of the user will still
be visible, but with a strikethrough line. Right click on the name of the user again and
then click Block User… to remove the blocked checkmark. The user will need to sign
back in to the CaseViewNet session to resume receiving the realtime feed.
If you’d like to learn more about CaseView Passwords and the Connected Users
pane, you can read more about them in Case CATalyst Help (F1).

Talk Steno to Me
The Little Things that Can
Make a Big Difference
By Donna Urlaub
I still remember my excitement when the idea of LEM = “let me” floated into
my brain. Then I expanded to LEMT = “let me tell “ and LEMS = “let me say”
and I was off to the races!
Since then, I’ve been on the hunt for two- and three-word word patterns
that are begging to be combined. But my rule is that it has to come naturally.
If I have to think about it, it loses value for me.
My theory taught TA for “take”; however, I found myself wanting to use TA
for “at that.” After all, many of us use TAT for “at that time.” It’s only natural.
So I switched to TAIK for “take,” and TA is valuable by itself – e.g., “at that
spot” – and of course in the phrases “at that time” TAT; “at that point” TAPT; at that
particular time TARPT.
Many of us have been using NURP = “in your opinion” since the beginning of time.
At least I have. But why not NOIP = “in my opinion”? Then what naturally follows?
NOI = “in my.” If, like me, you’ve been writing “annoy” NOI, okay, you’ve got a conflict
– unless you simply add an asterisk, NO*I = “annoy.”
Another fun one I’ve been road testing is -FR for “her.” It might not make perfect
sense to you, but, trust me, it falls into place. I’ve found it to be easy to incorporate.
TOFR = to her; FOFR = for her; TK-FR = did her; N-FR = in her (conflicts with infer);
SKP-FR = and her; B-FR = about her; Y=FR = why her, W-FR = with her. You get the
picture.
Try these out! If only one resonates with you, that’s great; it’s one more than you had
before. I’ll present a few more for your consideration in the next newsletter. My aim is to
offer manageable bites that you can easily incorporate into your writing.
As always, I welcome your feedback. Feel free to contact me at
donna@urlaubbowen.com.

Stay Connected!
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